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 	       [image: Modern-1-phase-rail-system-with-4-spots-black---Jeana]   -65% 

 Modern 1-phase rail system with 4 spots black - Jeana             £169.00      £59.95     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Modern-1-phase-rail-system-with-14-spots-black---Jeana]   -50% 

 Modern 1-phase rail system with 14 spots black - Jeana             £469.00      £235.00     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Vintage-floor-lamp-antique-gold-3-light-large---Botanica]   -52% 

 Vintage floor lamp antique gold 3-light large - Botanica             £349.00      £169.00     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Set-of-6-outdoor-ground-spot-black-adjustable-IP65---Delux]   -50% 

 Set of 6 outdoor ground spot black adjustable IP65 - Delux             £309.00      £155.00     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Modern-rail-system-white-with-14-spots-1-phase---Jeana]   -65% 

 Modern rail system white with 14 spots 1-phase - Jeana             £469.00      £165.00     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Vintage-ceiling-lamp-antique-gold-5-lights---Linden]   -50% 

 Vintage ceiling lamp antique gold 5-lights - Linden             £219.00      £109.00     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Smart-1-phase-rail-system-incl.-14-WiFi-GU10-black---Jeana]   -60% 

 Smart 1-phase rail system incl. 14 WiFi GU10 black - Jeana             £705.00      £279.00     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Industrial-hanging-lamp-black-6-light---Plural]   -56% 

 Industrial hanging lamp black 6-light - Plural             £245.00      £109.00     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Smart-hanging-rail-system-black-1-phase-incl.-5-WiFi-GU10---Jeana]   -60% 

 Smart hanging rail system black 1-phase incl. 5 WiFi GU10 - Jeana             £265.00      £105.00     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Hanging-lamp-black-with-smoke-glass-round-7-lights---Sandra]   -48% 

 Hanging lamp black with smoke glass round 7-lights - Sandra             £345.00      £179.00     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 
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 	       [image: Modern-1-phase-rail-system-with-4-spots-black---Jeana]   -65% 

 Modern 1-phase rail system with 4 spots black - Jeana             £169.00      £59.95     
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Rural-floor-lamp-tripod-bamboo-with-white---Canna-Diamond]   -72% 

 Rural floor lamp tripod bamboo with white - Canna Diamond             £159.00      £44.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Oriental-hanging-lamp-black-with-gold-50-cm---Japke]   -51% 

 Oriental hanging lamp black with gold 50 cm - Japke             £72.95      £35.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Industrial-hanging-lamp-black-6-light-adjustable---Hobby-Spinne]   -55% 

 Industrial hanging lamp black 6-light adjustable - Hobby Spinne             £289.00      £129.00    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Oriental-hanging-lamp-black-bamboo-40-cm---Ostrava]   -62% 

 Oriental hanging lamp black bamboo 40 cm - Ostrava             £105.00      £39.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Starter-set-with-screwdriver-incl.-bits-and-stripping-pliers]   -30% 

 Starter set with screwdriver incl. bits and stripping pliers             £12.95      £9.07    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Design-ring-hanging-lamp-black-80cm-incl.-LED-and-dimmer---Anello] Design ring hanging lamp black 80cm incl. LED and dimmer - Anello           £365.00    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Outdoor-wall-lamp-black-adjustable-IP44---Solo]   -54% 

 Outdoor wall lamp black adjustable IP44 - Solo             £23.95      £10.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Oriental-wall-lamp-gold-45-cm---Nidum]   -80% 

 Oriental wall lamp gold 45 cm - Nidum             £68.95      £13.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Art-Deco-hanging-lamp-black-with-smoke-glass-3-light---Pallon]   -53% 

 Art Deco hanging lamp black with smoke glass 3-light - Pallon                £169.00      £78.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Art-Deco-Table-Lamp-20cm-Black-with-Smoke-Shade---Pallon]   -61% 

 Art Deco Table Lamp 20cm Black with Smoke Shade - Pallon             £68.95      £26.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Art-Deco-ceiling-lamp-black-with-smoke-mirror---Pallon]   -46% 

 Art Deco ceiling lamp black with smoke mirror - Pallon             £68.95      £36.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Art-Deco-hanging-lamp-black-with-smoke-glass-30-cm---Pallon]   -44% 

 Art Deco hanging lamp black with smoke glass 30 cm - Pallon                £94.95      £52.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Modern-Pendant-Lamp-60cm-Black---Facil-10]   -86% 

 Modern Pendant Lamp 60cm Black - Facil 10             £199.00      £27.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Modern-Pendant-Lamp-35cm-Black---Facil-5]   -46% 

 Modern Pendant Lamp 35cm Black - Facil 5             £89.95      £48.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Modern-standing-outdoor-lamp-granite-40-cm---Happy]   -47% 

 Modern standing outdoor lamp granite 40 cm - Happy             £385.00      £205.00    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Modern-standing-outdoor-lamp-beige-70-cm---Grumpy]   -30% 

 Modern standing outdoor lamp beige 70 cm - Grumpy             £365.00      £255.00    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Modern-standing-outdoor-lamp-beige-40-cm---Grumpy]   -32% 

 Modern standing outdoor lamp beige 40 cm - Grumpy             £315.00      £215.00    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Modern-standing-outdoor-lamp-gray-70-cm---Sneezy]   -56% 

 Modern standing outdoor lamp gray 70 cm - Sneezy             £465.00      £205.00    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 


     
	       [image: Modern-ground-spot-steel-13.5-cm-IP67---Basic-Round]   -45% 

 Modern ground spot steel 13.5 cm IP67 - Basic Round             £105.00      £57.95    
       Add to basket  
  
   More info 
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The right lighting for your home

Every home needs lighting and lamps! Are you looking for functional and atmospheric lighting online at a good price? Then you're in the right place with lampandlight! We have lamps for every imaginable space: from living room, bedroom to the office and the garden. Buy lighting online in different shapes and sizes, so you have plenty of choice! Choose from black table lamps, golden floor lamps or a cool chandelier!

Which lamps suit my lifestyle?

lampandlight has the perfect lamps online for every room at home, such as wall lamps, hanging lamps, spots, recessed lamps, ceiling lamps, outdoor lamps and much more! From modern to classic and from industrial to rural, you can go in all directions at lampandlight!

In a large room it can be nice to choose lighting like large, striking lamps. A chandelier, for example, is a real eye-catcher and gives your room a classic or extravagant look. Instead of one lamp, you can also opt for multiple lamps. This way you can illuminate certain corners of your room nicely. For example with an arc lamp, which gives your room a unique vintage vibe. Spots are ideal for nicely distributing the light in your room and are also very popular as bathroom and garden lighting. At lampandlight you will find both classic lamps and lighting and that always work well.

Buy lighting online!

At lampandlight you are assured of the lowest prices, so you never pay too much. Payments are 100% secure and you decide how you prefer to pay. If you are not satisfied with the purchase, you have 30 days to return it and we will gladly help you with another product or we will refund your money! We offer our lighting and lamps online in our webshop where you have a clear overview of every type of lighting that Lampandlight has to offer. You can easily buy lighting online! View all products in our range and choose your favorite lamp right away!










Follow us on social media

You will always be the first to know about our promotions and latest products.
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Sign Up for Our Newsletter: 

Subscribe
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Free shipping from £50

All mainland UK orders over £50 qualify for free home delivery!
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Return within 30 days

Plenty of time to think about your order! 
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Secure Shopping

Your personal information and data are protected and secure.












  
    Extended warranty

    
        
         for 5 years extended warranty including user damage
    




    	5 years warranty on short-circuit damage
	5 years warranty on drop and impact damage
	5 years warranty on water damage
	5 years warranty on non replaceable LED


    Would you like to find out more?

    Read more about extended warranty
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  All the prices on our website include VAT and exclude shipping costs.
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